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In this paper, an iterative estimate of the multivariate density is proposed when 
the variables are binary in nature. Some properties of this estimate are also 
discussed. Finally, applications of this estimate are discussed in the areas of pattern 
recognition and reliability. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been considerable interest in the area of nonparametric 
estimation of density in view of its important applications in pattern 
recognition, reliability, survival analysis, and other areas. For reviews of the 
literature on nonparametric estimation of the density, the reader is referred to 
RCvCsz [9] and Wegman [13, 141. Situations arise often when the data is 
binary in nature. For example, diagnosis of some diseases is m,ade on the 
basis of the data on the symptoms. In psychological and educational testing, 
the students may be asked to give yes or no answers on various items. 
Sometimes, engineers may be faced with drawing inference on the reliability 
of complicated systems on the basis of the information on whether various 
components are functioning or not. In image processing, the object may be 
identified on the basis of such variables (or features) as area, shape, etc., 
making the data binary using some threshold values. For some of the 
applications of the nonparametric estimation of multivariate binary density 
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in the area of pattern recognition, the reader is referred to Kanal [4], 
Young [ 151, Duda and Hart [3]. 
Bahadur [ 1 ] expressed the multivariate binary density as a series. Ott and 
Kronmal [7] proposed an estimate of the multivariate binary density as a 
series involving Walsh functions. In the present paper, we also propose to 
estimate the density as a series involving Walsh functions but the coefficients 
of the Walsh functions are different from those proposed by the above 
authors. Our method is more efficient than the method discussed by Ott and 
Kronmal in the sense of smaller mean square error. In Section 2 of this 
paper, we discuss the estimation of density in the continuous case. In 
Section 3, we propose a new estimate of the multivariate binary density using 
Walsh functions. The coefficients of the Walsh functions are obtained by an 
iterative method. In Section 4, we discuss some properties of the above 
estimate. Applications of the nonparametric estimation of the multivariate 
binary density in the areas of pattern recognition and reliability are discussed 
in Section 5. 
2. ESTIMATION OF DENSITY IN CONTINUOUS CASE 
Let f(x) be the density of a random vector x:p x 1. Given a sample 
xi ,..., x, from the continuous population with densityf(x), it is of interest to 
estimate the density when nothing is known about the form of the 
distribution. When f(x) E L, , it is known that the density can be written as 
f(‘> = F ai4i(x)Y (2.1) 
i=O 
where {#Jx); i = 0, 1, 2,...,} forms an orthonormal system and ai = E[#i(x)]. 
Cencov (21 considered the following estimate off(x): 
where 
M(n) 
ZCx> = r di4i(x)Y (2.2) 
i=O 
(2.3) 
The mean integrated square error (MISE) of the above estimate is given by 
MISE(j(x)) = E 1 [f(x) -f(x)]’ dx 
M(n) 
= z. C’Var(#i(x)) + f 4. 
i=M(n)+ 1 
(2.4) 
683/16/1-l 1 
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Watson [ 121 considered the following shrunken estimate of the density: 
.Atx>= g ni(n)hi#i(X)* (2.5) 
i=O 
The minimum value of the MISE @1(x)) in this case is attained at 
2 
A,(n) = 
T;liTn-:lar $i(x)] * (2.7) 
Since af/Var 4,(x) is unknown and J,(n) --t 1 for any given i as IZ + co, 
Watson recommended to choose n,(n) as 1 if i < M(n) and zero otherwise. 
The estimate off(x) in this case is as given by (2.2). Recently, Liang and 
Krishnaiah [5] proposed a multistage estimate of the density and showed 
that its mean square error is smaller than the single stage estimate considered 
by Cencov [2] and others. In the next section, we propose an iterative 
nonparametric estimate of the multivariate binary density. 
3. AN ITERATIVE ESTIMATE OF MULTIVARIATE BINARY DENSITY 
Let p(x) denote the density of the random vector x where x’ = (xi ,..., x,) 
and the components x , ,..., xP are binary variables taking values 1 or 0. Also, 
in the sequel, 4*(x) denotes the Walsh function given by 
4,(x) = (- 1)““/2”“, (3.1) 
where r’ = (r I ,..., r,) and rj takes the values 1 or 0. The density p(x) can be 
written as 
dx> = C aAtx)9 (3.2) 
where a, = E [d,(x)] is unknown. The above density can be estimated by s(x), 
where 
where 
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and xi ,..., x, is a sample from the population with the density p(x). The 
MISE of j?(x) is given by 
EC (p(x)+(x))* = T +(2-" -a;). (3.5) 
x 
If the summation in (3.3) is confined to within a set S, then (3.3) becomes 
and its MISE is 
A(x) = c &h(x) (3.6) 
ES 
E c (p(x) -p^,(x))’ = 2 f (2-p - af) + 1 a;. (3.7) 
x ES es 
So, Ott and Kronmal [7] suggested inclusion of a term in the estimate (3.6) 
if and only if (2-p - a:) < no:, that is, 
2-p 
az> (n+ 1)’ (3.8) 
When cz: is unknown, the above authors suggested using the unbiased 
estimate (n&: - 2-P)/(n - 1) of a: in the above rule to get a practical term 
selection rule (TSR) in which a term is included in the series if 
z-P+’ 
$,‘> (n+ 1)’ 
This is equivalent to suggesting the following estimate of p(x): 
Am(x) = t: 4cG;>2-P+l,,n+,)) a,&(x), (3.10) 
I 
where Z,o>b, is equal to one if a > b and zero otherwise. We propose to use 
z?~(x) as an estimate of p(x), where 
fin(x) = c M9l@) (3.11) 
I 
and A, is chosen such that 
MISW,(x)) = E [c (P(X) -l%(x)>‘] 
x 
=c [3& if- (1 -Q) cz;] (3.12) 
I 
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is minimized. The values of 1, which minimize (3.12) are 
A,= 
na: 
2-P+(n- l)af’ 
(3.13) 
The above values of Iz, give the optimum choice of the shrinkage factors from 
the point of view of minimizing the MISE. But, in practice, we do not know 
the values of the constants L, and we propose to estimate them as follows. 
Let 1, = 1 and for all k > 1, 
(3.14) 
where a, = 2-pa^;2. Obviously &, = 1 > A,, 2 0. As the function 
nt’/[a, + (n - 1) t’] is increasing for t > 0, we know by induction that 1, 
tends to some limit A,* as k + 00 and 1: satisfies the equation 
i.e., 
1; = nq2/ [a, + (n - 1) n;‘], 
q[(n - 1)n ;’ - nny + a,] = 0. (3.15) 
Therefore, in the case of (;f ( 4(n - 1) 2-P/n2, &+ has the value 0. As to the 
case 6: > 4(n - 1) 2-P/n2, n: has two additional possible values 
{n f [n’ - 4(n - 1) a,]“‘}/2(n - 1). (3.16) 
Let the larger of these two values be A,. In view of 
A,= [n + (n’ - 4(n - 1) a,)“‘]/2(n - 1) 
< [n + (n - 2)]/2(n - 1) = 1 = A,, 
we obtain, by induction, that 
A,= nAf/[a,+ (n - l)Af] 
< nX,k-l/br+ (n - l)&+,l =&km 
This shows that A,* can only take value A,. Summarizing, we have 
A,*=0 if 4: < 4(n - 1) 2-P/n2, 
= [n + (n’ - 4(n - 1)/2p d:)li2]/2(n - 1) ifciz>4(n- 1)2-P/n2. 
(3.17) 
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Thus, using the shrinkage factor (3. I7), we get the shrunken estimate of p(x) 
as follows: 
(3.18) 
4. LIMITING PROPERTIES 
When n -+ co, the theoretical shrinkage factor 1, given by (3.13) tends to 1 
and the practical shrinkage factor (3.17) tends to 1 almost surely, provided 
a, # 0. A better description for the closeness of these two quantities is given 
by 
THEOREM 1. If0 < ]a,J -c 2-p’2, then 
(n,-n;)/(l -&)“s;O, (4.1) 
where 1, and AT are defined by (3.13) and (3.17). 
Proof. Let f,(t) = nt/[2-P + (n - 1) t]. Then f;(t) = 2Pn/[l + 
(n - 1) 2pt]2 and 
A, -2; =f,(af) -f,(&+%;) 
=fXaS -f,@T) +LGf) -fX’~3 
=f~(u,)(af - df) +f~(v&) oif(1 -AT’), 
where ,B, lies between of and diz, V, lies between 1 and 2: ‘. Since 
1 - ;1,= (1 - 2Paf)/[ 1 + (n - 1) 2Pai], 
(4.2) 
we get (4.1). 
Remark. The term selection rule (3.9) can be viewed as using the 
shrinkage factor Irri:,2-P+,i(n+ ,), , where I denotes indicator function. Here nz 
and 4+2--ptllcn+ 1j1 differ sharply in this theorem. In fact, it can be shown 
that 
14&;>2-P+l,(n+ 1)) - A,]/( 1 - Jr) B.S. 1. 
The next theorem describes the approximation of MISE (fiA) by MISE 
(fin*), where J is defined by (3.13). 
THEOREM 2. I’0 < Ia,1 < 2-“” for all r, then 
MISE(fll.) - MISE(J,) = O(np2). 
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Proof. We know that 
IMISE($,,) - MISE($,J 
= ~E[(a,-L,cQ2 - (cz,-I~~&)~] 
r 
< 2 c E1”(ar - i-$i,)’ E1”(lr- A:)‘, (4.3) 
I 
where & lies between 1, and A:. By (4.2) we have 
E”*@, - A,*)’ 
= E1’2~f~~,)(af - c-i;) +f;(v&) di:(l -Al;‘)]’ 
<E”‘[f;(+n,)(af - tif)]’ + 2E”*[f;(v,B~)(l - A$)]’ 
< E”4 [f&)14 E114(af - ii:)” + 2E1’4 [f~(v$5)]” E1’4( 1 - AT)“, (4.4) 
where ,u, lies between af and (;z, v, lies between 1 and At’. Using the 
exponential bound for large deviation (see Loeve [6]) we have 
P{\&,-a,J > e}=P 
for sufficiently small E > 0. Furthermore, 
{I&,- a,1 Q E} c {iii lies between (a,- E)* and (al+ a)*} 
c {p, lies between (a, - E)* and (a, + E)* }. 
So we get 
wx4)1’=%&,-~,,>e, +4,&Y,<eJ fI + (n23;2pp 1” I 
-+I&* 4 
(4.6) 
<n40 exp 
i ( 4(2-p - af) 11 
+ 11 +@n 1)2PCf]8 =OW4), 
where cf = min((a,- e)*, (a, + E)~). From the well-known formula of 
moments of sample mean, we know 
E(a: - ~$f)~ Q 2-2P16E(a, - dJ4 = O(n-*). (4.7) 
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Also, we have 
= O(n -4) (4.8) 
and 
E(l - ,I,*)” = I’{&,2 < 4@-1) +Ez n22P 
I 
(&2>4(n-l)/nwq I 
( l- 
n + - - 
x +I2 4(n 1)/2%f 
4 
2(n - 1) 1 
x (zlld,-a,,>El +41r+rl<E,) 
-m2 2(n2/4(n - l)- 1) 
4(2-p -a:) n-2 ( 2(q2 4 - 
x P{18,-aa,l > El + 
1) 
(n - 2) + dn’ - 4(n - 1)/2”cs 
1 
= O(nm4). (4.9) 
Substituting (4.6)-(4.9) into (4.4), we get 
E”‘(& - A:)” = O(n-3’2). (4.10) 
Hence, from (4.3) we prove that 
MISE($,.) = MISE(@,) + O(ne312) c E”2(a,- ~JJ2 
I (4.11) 
= O(n-‘) + O(n-3’2) C E”2(a,- I,&J2. 
I 
Similarly, we can prove that 
E(a, - ~r6,)2 = O(n-I) + O(n-3’2)E1’2(ar- fr6J2, (4.12) 
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where 5 lies between L, and I,.. Combining (4.11) and (4.12), we get 
MISE(fi,,) = MISE(p ,^) + 0(n -‘). 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we give a brief description of the applications of the results 
of this paper in the areas of pattern recognition and reliability. 
Binary type data arises often in the area of pattern recognition. For 
example, in the area of picture processing, classification of an object into one 
of the patterns is sometimes made on the basis of two grey levels like black 
and white using some threshold value instead of using several grey levels. We 
assign a score of 1 or 0 according as the grey level is white or black. For 
some examples of character recognition using binary type data, the reader is 
referred to Ullman [ 111 and Tou [lo]. 
Now let p,(x) (i = 1, 2,..., k) denote the density of the ith p-variate 
population (or pattern). We assume that observations are made on p binary 
features but the exact form of the density is unknown. Also, let ji(x) denote 
an estimate of pi(x) obtained by using the method proposed in this paper or 
by some other method; if a,(x) is negative, it is set to be equal to zero. 
Sometimes, an observation may arise from a mixture of k populations. In 
these situations, it is of interest to classify an observation into one of the 
super populations P, ,..., P,, where Pi has the density A(x) and 
.A(‘) = nil Pltx) + *** + 71ikP!s(x) (5.1) 
for i = 1, 2,..., q, nil > 0 and 7ci, + .. . + zik = 1. An estimate ofJi(x) is given 
by 
j;.(,) = ni] $,cx) + ” * + nik$k(X), (5.2) 
where xi, ,..., ?rik are known. 
If we wish to classify an observation z into one of the two populations P, 
and P,, we apply the following rule. The observation z is classified into P, 
or P, according as 
.m Z.&z>* (5.3) 
If yQ3 = . . . = nik= 0 (i’= 1,2), zll = 1, 7r12 = 0, 7tZ1 = 0, and 7cZ2 = 1, then 
the above problem reduces to the problem of classifying an observation into 
the populations with densities pi(x) and p*(x). If we wish to classify z into 
one of the q populations P,,..., P,, then we classify it into the population 
corresponding to the maximum of J1(z),...,f,(z). 
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In some situations, we are interested in pooling the populations which are 
close or similar to the population P,. In this case, we use the distances 
4.h J&.~ d(fq- 19.Q as criteria for pooling, where dui,f,) is a measure of 
distance between Pi and P,. For example, we may use d(x,f,) = IA(x) - 
f,(x)] as a measure of the distance between Pi and P,. 
When q = k, zll= 1, and ltil = 0 (i# t), d(h,f,) is a measure of the 
distance between the populations with densities p,(x) and p,(x). We say that 
the population Pi is similar or dissimilar to the population P, according as 
d(f f 1 ,, 4 >< c, where c is a properly chosen threshold value. Similarly, we can 
make pairwise comparisons of the q populations as follows. Populations Pi 
and Pj are similar or not, according to d(A,A) s c. By the above rule, it may 
happen that Pi is considered to be similar to Pi and Pj is similar to P, but Pi 
may be dissimilar to P,. The classification rules discussed above apply when 
pi(x) is the density of any multivariate discrete or continuous distribution 
and x(x) is an estimate of fi(x). 
In the area of reliability, we often encounter the problem of estimating the 
system reliability on the basis of the binary type data on the components. 
For example, each component may be assigned a score of 1 or 0 according 
as it is functioning or not. Sometimes, a component may be assigned a score 
of 1 or 0 according to its performance (using some criterion) above or below 
some threshold value although the performance measure is a continuous 
variable. The scores on various components are correlated in many complex 
systems. The reliability of the systems, in general, depend upon the reliability 
of their components, and the form of the joint density of the performances of 
the components is not known. So, the results of this paper are useful in 
estimating the reliability of the system. 
In some situations, a system functions if at least one of its components 
functions. In these situations, the reliability of a system is given by 
1 - P[x, = o,..., xp = 01. In some situations, a system functions if at least r 
out of p components function. The system reliability in this case is 2, 
P[x = c], where the summation is over all possible values of the binary 
vector c such that at least r elements of c are equal to 1. The results of this 
paper can be used to estimate system reliability in the above situations. 
In many situations, it is of interest to classify the condition of the system 
into one of the possible failure modes (e.g., see Pau [8]) or states on the 
basis of various symptoms. Each symptom may be treated as a binary 
variable and these symptoms are often correlated. Also, the exact form of the 
joint distribution of the symptoms is often unknown. So, the results of this 
paper are useful in estimating the above density and for classification of the 
condition of the system. Similarly, nonparametric estimation of multivariate 
binary density is useful in classification of the disease of a patient on the 
basis of symptoms. 
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